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They say “early birds get the worm.” Yet, for most emerging CTA managers, early-bird investors are
notoriously hard to come by.
It’s a classic Catch-22. Allocators want to see AUM and a track record before investing with an emerging
manager. But emerging managers need AUM to build a track record and prove themselves capable of
running a solid business.
Faced with the perception that established managers are less risky than emerging managers, a majority
of investors take the “easy” road and invest with the big boys. Although, as is often true in life and the
markets, the “easy” road isn’t always the “best” road.
Let’s first explore the underappreciated value of investing with an emerging manager. Then we’ll tackle
common objections… and how to overcome them.
For one, emerging managers are hungry! If success breeds complacency, emerging managers have none
of the fat-and-happy syndrome that can make established managers slip. What they do have is new
ideas, cutting-edge research and novel strategies.
It’s hard to teach an old dog new tricks. But “new tricks” are precisely in the wheelhouse of “new
managers.” Therefore, emerging managers can flex competitive advantage in their ability to bring new
strategies to market. And from an investor’s perspective, staying ahead of the curve often requires
listening to an emerging manager’s fresh perspective.
Emerging managers can also be more flexible and nimble than established managers, whose capacity to
employ niche strategies and trade in liquidity-challenged markets can become significantly constrained
as their AUM grows. Those constraints can lead to a number of challenges for large managers, including
decreased returns and decreased diversification.
Various studies have shown the tendency for the returns of large, established managers to cluster
around the group’s median return. This could be because large managers are increasingly forced into
financial sector markets (highly liquid), and out of smaller diversifying markets (less liquid), as their AUM
grows. It could also be explained by the tendency for large managers to become increasingly risk averse
as their management fees grow. Either way, compressed dispersion of returns is typical among large,
established mangers.
Meanwhile, several studies have also shown that emerging managers are generally able to produce
higher returns than established managers. Aggarwal and Jorian 1 completed one such study, analyzing
the returns of nearly 1,000 hedge funds, including managed futures (CTA) programs, over a 10-year
period. They found that emerging managers were able to produce 2.3% excess alpha during their first

two years of trading. Excess returns for individual funds were persistent for up to five year, then
subsequent returns decreased by an average of 42 basis points each year thereafter.
Finally, early-bird investors can often negotiate attractive fees structures with emerging managers and
pay far less than the standard 2/20. Cliff Asness of AQR has said the only way he’s found to increase the
returns of a trend-following strategy is to charge lower fees for it. And of course Jack Bogle of The
Vanguard Group would whole-heartily agree with that sentiment – “a penny saved is a penny earned.”
All told, there are clear advantages, from multiple perspectives, to investing with emerging managers.
And so it begs the question: what’s stopping investors from doing so?
We believe it comes down to the perception of risk.
Psychologically, it’s easier for individual investors and institution allocators alike to “herd” invest with a
small group of the biggest and most established managers. It feels safer, psychologically, even if it isn’t
the optimal thing to do.
Indeed, overcoming that psychological barrier is a formidable challenge. But it can be done. You just
have to ask the right questions.
Due diligence is an important process for all allocation decisions, but particularly so for investors
considering emerging managers. That’s why we recommend individual investors seek the guidance of
trusted managed futures veterans, like Capital Trading Group. Our experience with emerging managers
allows us to separate the wheat from the chaff, so to speak, and match investors with the emerging
managers who are best aligned with their investment objectives.
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